
Investment Objectives 
The Cerno Pacific portfolio is a geographically specific fund, which 
invests primarily across the Pacific area but also the wider emerging 
markets. The fund’s objective is to produce capital growth over 
the long term through a focus on companies that are judged to be 
innovators or are beneficiaries of innovation through their products, 
services or business models. The optimal route to access the full 
benefit of innovation is likely to be, directly or indirectly, in the form 
of equity, which will be the predominant asset class in the portfolio. 
The manager takes an active approach to currency exposures and may 
hedge where deemed appropriate.

Q2-2022UCITS Regional Equity Portfolio (Class B)

Fund Data 
 
NAV/Share (Class B Acc)       £15.22
Fund Size (£mn)              80
Currency Share Class  GBP (Base)
Investment Management Charge 0.75%
Ongoing Charges Figure 0.96%
Dealing Frequency  Daily
Legal Structure  OEIC (UCITS)
Co-Managers Michael Flitton & Fay Ren
Inception Date Fund      2013
Inception Date Strategy     2009
Share Type                                                     Acc & Inc
Ratings         

Q2 Investment Report 
Fund Activity

Fay Ren provides performance commentary and details position 
changes during the quarter.

Nabtesco – Global Automation Enabler

Michael Flitton looks at a global leader in automation supporting 
customer productivity gains.



Fund Activity

The fund declined by -7.1% in the second quarter against the comparator Asia Pacific index 
decline of -4.9%. This takes the YTD performance to -25.8% versus an index return of -7.9%. 
Over the longer term, rolling 3-year annualised performance of the fund remains at +10.2% 
against +3.2% for the index. Performance this year to date is disappointing. First quarter 
equity sector dispersion extended into Q2 with sectors where we have little exposure, like 
Energy, leading the market. Outside of commodities, growth concerns continue to weigh on 
the market as investors price in recession risks. Central banks in many parts of the world 
accelerated their interest rate rising cycle as inflation pressures remain high, with the 
exception of China and Japan which bucked the global trend. 

Chinese equities performed better relative to US counterparts in Q2, staging a modest 
recovery given the sharp falls already seen and low investor participation. The Chinese 
government finally seems to have grasped the importance of capital market communication 
following bouts of uncertainty caused by policy stance on regulations and Russia earlier 
in the year. Recent signalling from prominent figures including Liu He and Li Keqiang 
suggests less disruptive policy announcements going forward, which should help repair the 
damaged investor confidence observed in recent months. 

May activity data was better than feared, improving from the April troughs. Industrial 
production was 3% above pre-Covid trend, although service output is still 7% below trend. 
However, the coast is far from clear. The Chinese government must juggle the trilemma 
of zero covid policy, economic growth and deleveraging the property sector. The 5.5% 
GDP growth target is quietly fading from news publications. The Shanghai lockdown has 
exacerbated supply chain constraints, and the doubling down on zero covid policy together 
with a lack of major stimulus means we are unlikely to see a quick recovery in consumer 
confidence and spending. Local governments will have to be creative in trying to revitalise 
the economy under these limitations. 

Japan is also in an uncomfortable situation. The Yen has depreciated 15% against the US 
Dollar since the start of the year to a 20 year low. It had failed to take on its traditional safe 
haven role given the BoJ’s contrasting stance on maintaining yield curve control, despite 
acknowledgement that a rapid currency depreciation is undesirable. Arguments can be 
made for the Yen to go either way, depending on the probability of a recession materialising 
and how long Japan can tolerate imported inflation from high commodity prices. Many 
Japanese companies are raising prices for the first time in 20 years and wage pressures are 
growing stronger. Our Japanese companies are primarily exporters with a domestic supply 
chain. They should ultimately benefit from a cheaper Yen. 

Top contributors this quarter were Trip.com (+80bps), Kingdee (+80bps), and Jiangsu Hengli 
(+69bps). Trip.com reported a better than expected results despite a challenging quarter 
where travel was severely impacted in China (flat YoY, and -50% from1Q19). Travel is 
the one area where underlying demand can gain momentum. Overseas bookings growth 
(+270% YoY) and cost control were the highlights, demonstrating good execution by 
management. Kingdee continues to implement on its cloud transformation strategy, while 
Wuxi Biologics is making progress on removing itself from the US Unverified List (UVL). 
The US Commerce Department completed onsite inspection of its facility in Wuxi faster 
than previously scheduled. Wuxi Biologics’ Shanghai facility is awaiting inspection and the 
company is on track to reach its target for delisting from the UVL by year end. 

Fay Ren



Fund Activity

The principal detractors were Tokyo Electron (-174bps), Sea Ltd (-132bps), and Silergy 
(-91bps). Fears of reduced demand for chips coupled with a semiconductor capex glut has 
caused a sell-off in the sector, impacting names like Tokyo Electron, Silergy and TSMC. It 
is still our contention that the players with exposure to the leading edge technology are less 
vulnerable to the overall industry slowdown after a period of high growth, and the long-
term thesis for semiconductors remains in place. Valuations have come down significantly, 
close to pandemic lows, which eases the headwind from multiple compression. 

Sea is one of the few pre-profit businesses within the portfolio. Valuation compression is 
the main reason for poor performance this year. A forced exit from India for geopolitical 
reasons (despite not being a Chinese company) created an additional negative surprise in 
Q2. The changing external economic environment is causing the management to adapt 
strategy. Sea is prioritising profitability with a focus on its core ASEAN + Taiwan markets, 
while cutting back investments in high cash burn peripheral businesses and geographies.  
The company is still growing revenues at 64%, and should reach EBTIDA profitability in 
the core ASEAN + Taiwan ecommerce business this year with breakeven in the payment 
business following next year. 

In terms of portfolio action, we sold the position in Delta Electronics, the Taiwanese 
electronic components business, and the remaining 1% holding in Alibaba. While Delta 
has a range of interesting growth options, including factory automation and EV chargers, 
30% of the business is exposed directly to consumer electronics, which is likely to face 
headwinds. Given decent performance over the past six months we think forward returns 
are unlikely to clear our hurdle rate. Alibaba is likely to face soft consumer demand while 
zero covid policy remains in place. With the market contracting, competition is likely to 
become even fiercer. Alibaba’s cloud business is also suffering from loss of customers (e.g. 
TikTok overseas business for geopolitical reasons) and  a slowdown domestically as much 
cloud demand came from internet companies which have consolidated. Alibaba remains on 
the bench and we continue to monitor any change in dynamics. 

We reduced weights in other areas as risk profiles have changed including Sunny Optical, 
the smartphone camera module and lens maker. The smartphone market is suffering from 
lower demand, particularly in the more competitive Android space in which Sunny has large 
exposure. However, we remain optimistic that Sunny Optical can diversify its end-market 
away from smartphones. Its large market share in EV camera lens (34% globally) and its 
investment into optical components for Augmented and Virtual Reality headsets will pay-
off as this technology reaches critical mass for adoption over the medium term. 

The Pacific portfolio is trading on a forward price to earnings multiple of 21x versus 
over 30x a year ago. We continue to look for high quality businesses with long term 
opportunities, names that were previously out of reach due to high valuations now seem 
much more compelling. A new position initiated using recycled cash from sales is Nabtesco, 
a Japanese maker of large reduction gears used in industrial robots. Michael Flitton details 
the investment case overleaf.



Nabtesco was introduced to the portfolio during the second quarter of 2022. It is a 
Japanese manufacturer of mechanical components relating to motion control with 
leadership positions across a wide portfolio of niche products. It is a business which 
benefits from rising capital expenditure and inflation. The economic New Order post-
pandemic is likely to feature both of these factors at structurally higher levels than the 
during the deflationary cycle established with the emergence of globalisation in the 
early 90s, in our view. 

IN DEPTH Nabtesco – Global Automation Enabler

Michael Flitton

Across these business lines the group has established leading positions. This is 
particularly apparent in the core reducer division where Nabtesco holds a dominant 
global share of around 80% within its addressable market of medium/large gears. The 
company supplies all the global big four robot makers (Yaskawa, Fanuc, ABB, Kuka) 
as well as the rising Chinese players (Estun, Siasun, GSK). The wide moat of this 
business is a product of the group’s technology leadership developed over decades of 

Source: Nabtesco

The business was formed from the 2003 merger of two 
companies: Nabco (est.1925) and Teijin Seiki (est.1944). 
The resulting combination offers a broad range of 
products and services linked by its expertise in motion 
control. The core franchise is the manufacture of speed 
reducers for industrial robots which generates half the 
group’s operating profit. The portfolio stretches from 
hydraulic units for construction machinery to automatic 
doors, commercial vehicle brake components, and 
marine engine control systems, among others. Source: Nabtesco

cumulative R&D and know-how. This institutional 
knowledge, or invisible IP, is hard to replicate. Other 
intangible advantages lie in the deep relationship with 
customers. Reliability, quality, and safety all combine to 
make entry hard for emerging players. Finally, switching 
costs are high given the critical nature of gears in the 
functioning of industrial robots. These speed reducers 
enable precise movements with a high degree of torque 
through transforming the high speed from a motor into a 
low speed. They must be durable for the 7-10 year life of 
the robot. They dictate the quality of the robot and this 
importance is shown by the value they represent at one 
third of the total cost of a robot arm.                                                    



IN DEPTH
Demand for Nabtesco’s portfolio is linked to capital investment. Most notably the 
company is geared into investment in automation. The choice between man and 
machine comes down to cost. Taking into account productivity benefits and the initial 
capital outlay, the key question for Nabtesco’s customers is whether the payback period 

As wages have risen efficiency gains have 
also reduced the cost of robots pushing the 
substitution point lower and driving robot 
density in China. Automation is recognised as 
the primary means by which China can escape 
its demographic headwind. However, wage 
pressure, labour availability, and geopolitics 
are all trends now being felt globally. The 
International Federation of  Robotics expects 
demand for robots to run at 8% pa with China 
continuing to outgrow at 15% pa.      

Nabtesco is a high quality, deep moat, business supporting productivity gains at a 
time of rising inflationary pressures. It is a non-zero sum business. The efficiency 
gains it makes are passed on to customers to drive market penetration through lower 
end prices. Margins have been steady, if unspectacular, as a result. As we move from 
a disinflationary to an inflationary environment it may be there is more room for the 
company to internalise some of these gains as wages do more of the heavy lifting to 
drive substitution. After a decline of 50% from the highs valuation is now extremely 
attractive, despite ongoing uncertainty.                                                               

Source: GS

from investment is attractive against the 
equivalent labour cost? It is in this context 
we can understand the emergence of China as 
the largest market for industrial robots. Robot 
density in China has expanded at 32% pa since 
2010 against 10% pa for the global average. The 
chart on the right points to why. Average urban 
wages in China have compounded at around 
12% pa in the past twenty years steadily eroding 
the competitiveness of human capital.

Source: CLSA



FUND FACTS
Sales by Geography 

Domicile by Geography

• China/Hong Kong - 47%
• Japan - 29%
• Taiwan - 9%
• Australia - 5%
• Korea - 4%
• Singapore - 3%
• LATAM - 3%

Top 10 Holdings 
Kingdee                                                                4.9%
TSMC             4.9%
Shenzhen Mindray                                                                                                                                                                                  4.6%
Tokyo Electron                                                                                                                                                                                                 4.5%
CSL 4.5%
Wuxi Apptec 4.4%
Denso 4.2%
Hangzhou Tigermed 4.0%
Samsung Electronics 4.0%  
Trip.com  3.8%

Allocation by Sector              
Information Technology                                                                                                            33%
Industrials 27%
Health Care 21%
Consumer Discretionary 9%
Communication Services 6%
Materials 1%
Cash                                                                                                                                                                                                                     3%
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Performance is based on a Net Asset Value (NAV) price basis with income reinvested, net of fees. Past performance is not a guid to future performance.

*Inception as a UCITS: 27 January 2017

Fund Codes 
 
   ISIN:   SEDOL:    Bloomberg: 

A Acc                   GB00BDCJ9Z32                     BDCJ9Z3                      TMCPEAA LN

B Acc                   GB00BDCJB138                     BDCJB13                      TMCPEBA LN

Performance Since Inception

Performance 
 
Year Ended                                   June 2022               June 2021              June 2020              June 2019           Since Inception*

Net Performance                           -31.2%                   +38.0%                  +41.1%                   -1.9%                     +52.2%
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Disclaimer for TM Cerno Pacific: TM CERNO PACIFIC (the “Fund”), which is a sub fund of TM Cerno Investment 
Funds, is organised under the laws of the United Kingdom and qualifying as an undertaking for collective investment in 
transferable securities (“UCITS”) under Directive 85/611/EEC (as amended) and is regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. This document is issued by CERNO CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP and is for private circulation only. CERNO 
CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. The 
information contained in this document is strictly confidential and does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation 
of any offer to buy any securities and or derivatives and may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient 
for any purpose without the prior written consent of CERNO CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP. The value of investments and 
any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount originally 
invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Changes in exchange rates may have an 
adverse effect on the value, price or income of investments. There are also additional risks associated with investments in 
emerging or developing markets. The information and opinions contained in this document are for background purposes 
only, and do not purport to be full or complete. Nor does this document constitute investment advice. No representation, 
warranty, or undertaking, express or limited, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions 
contained in this document by CERNO CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP, its partners or employees and no liability is accepted 
by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinion. As such, no reliance may be 
placed for any purpose on the information and opinions contained in this document. The fund volatility level is shown 
in the Key Investor Information document.  Volatility is only one indicator of the risks and is not a guarantee of future 
performance.

Key Fund Information 
 
NAV/Share Class (Acc)    £15.22 

Fund Size (£mn)     80

Currency      GBP (Base)

Authorised Corporate Director                      Thesis Unit Trust Management      

      (Authorised and regulated by FCA)   

      Exchange Building    

      St John’s Street, Chichester, West Sussex PO9 1UP

Fund Custodian     The Northern Trust Company

Auditor      Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP  

Fund Legal Structure                      UK OEIC (UCITS)

Inception Date - Fund                      September 2013   

Fund Saving Structures    SIPPs, ISAs & JISAs  

Key Fund Documents                      cernocapital.com/cerno-pacific

Ongoing Charges - Class A    Management Fee 1.00%                    

(incl. Management Fee)    Other Fees (incl. running costs) 0.24%  

                       OCF 1.24% 

Ongoing Charges - Class B    Management Fee 0.75%                    

(incl. Management Fee)    Other Fees (incl. running costs) 0.24%  

                       OCF 0.99% 

Transaction Costs                                                                             Explicit Costs  0.09%                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                         Implicit Costs  0.10%*                                                                                                           

Initial Charge     5% - waived as standard  

Contact      Tom Milnes    

      020 7036 4126    

      tom@cernocapital.com   

          *We have only started calculating this data from 1st July 2021, and as such this is an estimate based on the available data so far


